PeaceTrees’ EOD Program in Vietnam
PeaceTrees Vietnam has explosive ordnance disposal programs in Dakrong and Huong Hoa, the two
westernmost districts of Quang Tri province bordering Laos. Huong Hoa was the scene of the Battle of Keh Sanh in 1968. These mountainous districts lack sufficient infrastructure and are afflicted
by extreme poverty. The districts include a large number of ethnic minorities who have no written
language, do not speak Vietnamese and suffer injuries from unexploded ordnance at a higher rate
than the ethnic Vietnamese in the region. The war severely impacted the two districts, and about
80 percent of the territory is considered contaminated.

by Claire Yunker [ PeaceTrees Vietnam ]
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eaceTrees demining teams perform a mixture of explosive ordnance disposal (EOD) and area clearance.
During the fiscal year, which ended September 2014,

the teams received calls for 990 EOD tasks and received 2,718
reports of unexploded ordnance (UXO) from locals. Demining teams cleared 105,298 sq m (26 ac), of which 58,446 sq m
(14 ac) were area-clearance projects.
In 2014, 29 PeaceTrees demining team members found and
destroyed 6,834 items of UXO (329 cluster-bomb submunitions, 1,176 grenades, and 4,076 mortar shells and other projectile weapons). In addition, 15 large aircraft bombs were
located and destroyed. Although the majority of these weapons were destroyed at a local site near Khe Sanh in Huong
Hoa, the 15 bombs were too large for local destruction and
were taken to coastal dunes for disposal.

Deminer handles mortar rounds.
All photos courtesy of PeaceTrees.

Rough terrain and unforgiving weather complicates the
work of PeaceTrees’ EOD teams. For example, 500-pound
bombs have to be carried by hand out to roads over a brutal,
often steep landscape. Several team members put long trusses underneath the bomb, attach it to sticks and work together to carry it up to a waiting truck. UXO are often found in
such large quantities that they cannot all be destroyed on a
weekly basis out of concern for environmental damage. Area
clearance for economic development purposes is often delayed because of the large volume of EOD calls PeaceTrees
receives. In the past, teams also faced difficulty in communicating with local ethnic minorities because of cultural and
language barriers. Over the years, experience in the districts
helped PeaceTrees’, teams learn better ways to work with and
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Clearance team members work together to carry a bomb.
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